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The impressive nature of these atlases cannot be overstated....--Journal of the AMA
Latin Nomenclature

THIEME Atlas of Anatomy
Latin Nomenclature
Second Edition
Michael Schuenke et al.
Vol. I: General Anatomy and Musculoskeletal Systems
2015/623 pp./1,826 illus./hardcover/
Vol. II: Internal Organs
2016/484 pp./1,352 illus./hardcover/
Vol. III: Head, Neck, and Neuroanatomy
2016/590 pp./1,743 illus./hardcover/

KEY FEATURES
• Labels and anatomic terminology are in Latin nomenclature
• Exquisite full-color illustrations with clear, thorough labeling and descriptive captions
• Each two-page spread is a self-contained guide to a topic
• Summary tables that are ideal for rapid review
• Access to WinkingSkull.com PLUS, with over 500 images

Order today! Email customerservice@thieme.de
Order today! Email customerservice@thieme.de

THIEME FLEXIBOOK LIBRARY

BASIC SCIENCES

Color Atlas of Immunology
Gerd-Ruediger Burmester
2003/336 pp./131 illus./softcover/

Pocket Atlas of Human Anatomy
Founded by Heinz Feneis
Fifth Edition
Wolfgang Dauber
2006/548 pp./907 illus./softcover/

Color Atlas of Embryology
Ulrich Drews
1995/421 pp./176 illus./softcover/

Medical Microbiology
F.H. Kayser
2005/724 pp./177 illus./softcover/

Color Atlas of Biochemistry
Third Edition
Jan Koolman
2013/556 pp./211 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-100373-7/€44.99

Pocket Atlas of Pharmacology
Fourth Edition
Heinz Luellmann
2011/408 pp./170 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-781704-8/€44.99

Color Atlas of Genetics
Fourth Edition
Eberhard Passarge
2013/424 pp./190 illus./softcover/

Color Atlas of Pathophysiology
Third Edition
Stefan Silbernagl
2015/448 pp./195 illus./softcover/

Color Atlas of Physiology
Seventh Edition
Wolfgang Kuehnel
2003/542 pp./745 illus./softcover/

All Thieme Flexibooks are also available on the Thieme E-Book Library

CLINICAL SCIENCES

Pocket Atlas of Nutrition
Hans K. Biesalski
2005/400 pp./177 illus./softcover/

Color Atlas of Ultrasound Anatomy
Second Edition
Berthold Block
2012/328 pp./600 illus./softcover/

Pocket Atlas of Oral Diseases
Second Edition
George Laskaris
2000/384 pp./367 illus./softcover/

Neurology
Fourth Edition
Mark Mumenthaler
2004/992 pp./438 illus./softcover/

Color Atlas of Dermatology
Martin Roecken
2012/247 pp./193 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-130912-7/€44.99

Color Atlas of Pathology
Second Edition
Reinhard Rohkamm
2015/440 pp./172 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-130932-7/€44.99

Pocket Atlas of Ophthalmology
Torsten Schiöte
2006/257 pp./537 illus./softcover/

Color Atlas of Hematology
Second Edition
Harald K. Theml
2004/208 pp./262 illus./softcover/

Order today! Email customerservice@thieme.de

Visit www.thieme.com to learn more about our products and special offers.
Small in size, big in knowledge

Duus’ Topical Diagnosis in Neurology
Anatomy, Physiology, Signs, Symptoms
Fifth Edition
Mathias Baehr
Michael Frotscher
2012/344 pp./400 illus./softcover/
€34.99

Pocket Atlas of Endodontics
Rudolf Beer
2006/244 pp./780 illus./softcover/
€39.99

Ear, Nose, and Throat Diseases
With Head and Neck Surgery
Third Edition
Hans Behrbhm et al.
2009/471 pp./780 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-671203-0/
€69.99

Pocket Atlas of Echocardiography
Thomas Boehmke
2006/233 pp./444 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-141241-6/
€19.99

Clinical Tests for the Musculoskeletal System
Examinations — Signs — Phenomena
Third Edition
Klaus Buckup
2010/400 pp./600 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-136793-8/
€49.99

Color Atlas of ENT Diagnosis
Fifth Edition
Tony Bull
2010/296 pp./660 illus./softcover/
€44.99

Ophthalmology
Third Edition
Gerhard K. Lang
2016/400 pp./600 illus./softcover/
€49.99

Pocket Atlas of Dental Radiology
Friedrich A. Pasler
2007/352 pp./798 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-139801-7/
€39.99

Color Atlas of Pathology
Urs-Nikolaus Riede
2004/480 pp./1,100 illus./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-127781-7/
€59.99

Differential Diagnosis in Neurology and Neurosurgery
A Clinician’s Pocket Guide
S. Tsementzis
2000/336 pp./20 illus./softcover/
€39.99

Essential Med Notes 2017
Comprehensive Medical Reference & Review for USMLE II and MCCQE 1
Thirty-Third Edition
Jieun Kim Ilya Mukovozov
2017/1,360 pp./1,000 illus./softcover/

This concise, comprehensive, and current reference based on the bestselling Toronto Notes not only includes a thorough overview of specialties encountered in clinical rotations but also comes with ancillary content to make the book portable for rounds. These supplemental materials make it easy to study and practice medicine no matter where you are.

Order today! Email customerservice@thieme.de
Malignant middle cerebral artery territory infarction:

- Occurs in up to ___% of stroke patients.
- Carries a mortality of up to ___%.
- T______ herniation occurs within ___ days of stroke.
- H______ can reduce mortality to ___% among all comers.

From the Handbook:
Malignant middle cerebral artery territory infarction:
A distinct syndrome that occurs in up to 10% of stroke patients, which carries a mortality of up to 80% (mostly due to severe postischemic cerebral edema → increased ICP → herniation).

Do you know the other answers?
The impressive cadre of authors and contributors compiled a thorough text to prepare medical students and residents for common and challenging questions frequently encountered during neurosurgery rounds. The convenient, easy-to-follow Q&A format covers the diverse disciplines intertwined in the understanding, care, and treatment of neurosurgical patients.

**KEY FEATURES**
- More than 1,600 questions and answers on a range of relevant topics
- 30 featured cases with invaluable pearls and insightful discussions
- More than 175 high-quality radiographs and anatomic illustrations

**How does magnesium prevent excitotoxicity in brain injury?**
Magnesium readily crosses the blood–brain barrier (BBB) and blocks various subtypes of calcium and N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) channels.

**What is the most abundant excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain?**
Glutamate.

**What happens to platelet function after a subarachnoid hemorrhage?**
It is enhanced, leading to an increase in platelet aggregates in the cerebral microcirculation.

**What happens to cerebral blood flow immediately after a subarachnoid hemorrhage?**
Decreases.

**What is GPIIb/IIIa?**
A platelet surface integrin, which is a mediator of platelet aggregation.

**Test prep, upgraded**

**Neurosurgery Rounds: Questions and Answers**
Second Edition
Mark Shaya et al.
Winter 2017/512 pp./175 illus./softcover

**One small book: all neurosurgery rounds**

**PAIR WITH**

**Fundamentals of Neurology**
Second Edition
Heinrich Mattle
Marco Mumentryal
2017/456 pp./567 illus./softcover

**Introduce yourself to clinical neurology**
With coverage including history-taking, neurological examination, ancillary tests, topical diagnosis, differential diagnosis, and various diseases and conditions, this book lucidly structures complex topics to simplify how readers learn.

**LEARN EFFICIENTLY**
- Review the vast clinical experience of two highly respected university teachers
- Enrich your reading with clear color illustrations and graphics
- Organize your processes using comprehensive tables
- Assimilate complex information efficiently with the brilliant format and structure
- Keep up-to-date with the completely revised content and enhanced layout

**Getting Ready for Brain Tumor Surgery**
Michael Sabel
2017/60 pp./60 illus./softcover

**Not in the OR? No problem! Master basic skills anywhere.**
This guide provides readers with a basic set of exercises to allow development and improvement of fine motor skills necessary for brain surgery. With illustrated text and accompanying videos, this book demonstrates how to obtain technical competence in a variety of procedures and processes.
ALSO CONSIDER

Endoscopic Sinonasal Dissection Guide
Including Orbit and Skull Base
Second Edition
Roy R. Casiano et al.
2017/166 pp./353 illus./softcover/
Safely navigate the nose, sinuses, orbit, and skull base

Medical Speech-Language Pathology
A Practitioner’s Guide
Third Edition
Alex F. Johnson
Barbara H. Jacobson
2017/384 pp./123 illus./hardcover/

Update the standard of care for cross-specialty disorders
Essential for practitioners and advanced students, this updated classic devotes essential chapters to:
• Motor speech disorders
• Education for medical speech-language pathologists
• Aphasia
• Pediatric traumatic brain injury
• End of life communication and swallowing disorders

Also consider

New release!

Thieme Teaching Assistant
The ultimate web-based presentation tool, featuring powerful functionality to enrich and deepen the classroom experience. Lecturers can incorporate dynamic visuals into their presentations and course packs to present complex concepts with unprecedented clarity and to enhance and reinforce their students’ knowledge. Students can use the clear, full-color images for review, study, and self-assessment.
Learn more at www.ThiemeTeachingAssistant.com
For individual licenses please contact
louisa.turrell@thieme.de
Forthcoming!

Essentials of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery
Third Edition
Jeffrey E. Janis
Spring 2018/941 pp./550 illus./hardcover/

The aesthetics, distilled into the essentials

A bestselling author takes on aesthetic plastic surgery in this brand-new book, which covers the latest developments of this dynamic and evolving specialty. With coverage of aesthetic surgery of the face and body as well as discussion of general principles for treating aesthetic patients, this convenient, portable book concisely covers the essential topics necessary for aesthetic surgery. A didactic, high-yield writing style accompanies tips, tricks, and opinion boxes from high-profile expert authors in this concise guide to an evolving field.

Noninterpretive Skills in Radiology
Q&A Top Score Prep Guide for the Boards
Alan F. Weissman
Twyla B. Bartel
2017/110 pp./25 illus./softcover/

This important guide to noninterpretive skills helps residents and practicing radiologists prepare for the essential new board exam module. The book includes 175 board-type questions with detailed inconvenient case-oriented sections.

SELECT FEATURES
• Patient safety, radiation safety, effective patient communication, error prevention, quality improvement, contrast reaction management, MRI contraindications, and more, are all discussed
• Six Sigma and Lean—highly regarded improvement methodologies—are explained in cogent, easily relatable language
• Abundant memory aids in the form of mnemonics and tips are interfused throughout the text

Order today! Email customerservice@thieme.de

Noninterpretive Skills
in Radiology
Q&A Top Score Prep Guide for the Boards
Alan F. Weissman
Twyla B. Bartel
2017/110 pp./25 illus./softcover/

Doody’s Star Ratings™

Dx-Direct

Find the information you need for each condition or disease, along with high-quality diagnostic images!

For individual titles please go to www.thieme.com and search for Dx-Direct.
At a low price of €54.99 each!
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Confront the big questions—
and manage your day-to-day life

Time and Life Management for Medical Students and Residents

Michael Sabel
2017/76 pp./softcover/
ISBN 978-3-13-241399-3 €27.99

...probably the most valuable resource you will need as you enter and begin your medical residency. This handy guide is small enough to fit into your coat pocket and become your trusted companion as you go through your daily rounds visiting your patients. — BIZ INDIA

As grueling as medical studies and training are, with appropriate discipline and time management it’s possible to stay afloat, maintain sanity, achieve goals, and still enjoy a fulfilling life. This book stimulates the thoughtful processes that nurture a healthy attitude toward organizing time so as to improve one’s own quality of life and the patient’s well-being.

Essays in Medical Ethics
Plea for a Medicine of Prudence
Giovanni Maio
2017/224 pp./hardcover/
eISBN 978-3-13-241145-6 €29.99

Don’t do that!
Discover the common mistakes in writing medical papers.

How NOT to Write a Medical Paper
A Practical Guide
Markus Heinemann
2016/104 pp./softcover/

Time and Life Management
for Medical Students and Residents

Order today! Email customerservice@thieme.de

ORDER THEME EBOOKS | available on www.thieme.com
In this new edition of a seminal text, the authors have rewritten all introductory chapters at an undergraduate nursing level, providing the critical information needed to understand assessment, how to use assessment for diagnoses and clinical reasoning, and the purpose and use of taxonomic structure for nurses at the bedside.